The program is flexible and can be tailored to your school’s needs. You may register for the entire program, selected parts, or simply a staff meeting or parent forum.

1. MEETING WITH LEADERSHIP TEAM
   + Discuss the need and outcomes for a whole-school focus on boys’ education
   + Examine how boys’ education can be integrated into your School Improvement Plan
   + Assist with the development of a concise policy.

2. STAFF MEETING
   Group interaction on:
   + How do we tune boys out of learning and school life?
   + How do we tune boys into learning and school life?
   + Examine recent research on why boys are having difficulties academically and socially
   + In stage groups, plan strategies to be implemented over the next two terms (action research).

3. PARENT FORUM
   + An interactive forum in the day or evening
   + Examine how boys think and how they best learn
   + Discuss how parents can help their boys to grow into mature men.

4. FOLLOW UP VISIT (OPTIONAL)
   + Work with committee on drafting a Boys’ Education Policy
   + Facilitate a workshop with one stage group

5. FOLLOW UP STAFF MEETING
   + Examine a collation of the strategies teachers listed in previous meeting regarding how boys are tuned in or out of learning and school life
   + Examine action research: what has been tried, and what results were achieved
   + Examine draft of a Boys’ Education Policy.

CONTACT WARREN HOPLEY ON HOPLEYWARREN@HOTMAIL.COM OR 0407 943 115

about warren hopley

Warren Hopley has worked in education for 40 years. A highly experienced Principal, Warren has carried out research into boys education and fighting racism in schools.

TESTIMONIALS

“I highly commend to you the extensive work that Warren Hopley has carried out in the sphere of boys’ education over the past two years. Warren has a passion and commitment to boys’ education which has had some extremely positive outcomes for the boys attending our schools. Warren’s engagement of parents in the boys’ education agenda has generated a most positive understanding of the role that schools and parents play in the growth of young boys.”

MICHAEL KRAWEC
Regional Director
Inner Western Region, Catholic Education Office Sydney

“Warren has recently been the driving force behind the development of boys’ education within the Inner Western Region. His Boys’ Education seminars are well supported by current research and school data. He has a down-to-earth nature and is able to communicate a practical understanding of boys which has been very well received by schools and parents alike.”

PETER WATKINS
Principal, St Charles Catholic Primary, Ryde

“Warren Hopley has meaningfully engaged and challenged the students, parents, teachers and principals of the Inner Western Region with a host of issues regarding boys and their place in our schools and their learning. Warren has been able to provide real answers and real solutions. As a father of four sons I would commend his body of work most highly.”

PHIL TOWNSEND
Principal, St Anne’s Catholic Primary, Strathfield South
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